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Be Safety Smart with
Otto the Auto

For Educators

Passenger Safety
Safe Places to Play
Pedestrian Safety
Safety on Wheels
School Bus Safety

Welcome! Otto the Auto is a comprehensive safety tool for children in
grades K-2. Once a thre-foot-tall, remote-controlled, talking robot, Otto is
now fully animated and ready to teach your students about safety at any
time. 

Topics include: 

In this packet you will find activities to reinforce Otto the Auto's safety
messages as well as a printable safety pledge and trading cards. Video
segments may be used separately or together to best fit your teaching
schedule and curriculum.

National Health Education Standards (SHAPE America):
1.2.4 List ways to prevent common childhood injuries.
7.2.2 Demonstrate behaviors that avoid or reduce health risks.
8.2.2 Encourage peers to make positive health choices.
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Be Safety Smart with
Otto the Auto

For Parents

Passenger Safety
Safe Places to Play
Pedestrian Safety
Safety on Wheels
School Bus Safety

Hello! Today your student(s) met Otto the Auto. Otto is a comprehensive
safety tool for children in grades K-2. Once a three-foot-tall, remote-
controlled, talking robot, Otto is now fully animated and ready to teach
your student(s) about safety at any time. 

Topics include: 

Otto encourages students to share what they learned about traffic safety
with a friend, family member, or even a pet. We encourage you to start
the safety dialogue at home and ensure everyone practices safe
behaviors. Safety is for all ages!
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Buckling up is safe for _________, no matter how long or short the trip is.
A. kids
B. adults
C. everyone

It's important to choose safe places to play, like _________________.
A. a playground
B. near the road
C. in a parking lot

Always look left, right, _______ before crossing the street.
A. up
B. left
C. down

Wear a properly fitted _______ every time you ride on wheels.
A. helmet
B. bicycle
C. hat

Never stick anything, including body parts, outside of the school bus
_________.
A. roof
B. window
C. door

Pre/Post Test

AAA.com

INSTRUCTIONS: Have each student answer the questions below before
viewing the Otto the Auto video segments. Have the students answer these

questions again after each Otto safety lesson segment. Compare scores
to measure comprehension of safety topics.
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INSTRUCTIONS: Have each student answer the questions below before
viewing the Otto the Auto video segments. Have the students answer these

questions again after each Otto safety lesson segment. Compare scores
to measure comprehension of safety topics.
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Pre/Post Test
Answer Key



Buckle up _________ ride, no matter how long or
short it is.

Make sure your seat belt or car seat harness is
__________ properly. 

Always listen for the ___________.

The ________ is where it's at until you are 13 years
old.

Buckling up is for kids, adults, and even ______!

Passenger Safety

Word Bank
 

BACK     PETS      BUCKLED      CLICK      EVERY

AAA.com

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the blank with the correct word from
the word bank.
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Safe Places to Play
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DIRECTIONS: Think about what Otto taught you about safe
places to play. Make a list below of safe and unsafe places to

play.

SAFE UNSAFE
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Pedestrian Safety

AAA.com

Help Otto get to school safely!

 Find objects to use as game pieces (math counters,
coins, candy, etc.).
 Print and cut out game cards.
 Print the game board.

Instructions:
1.

2.
3.

 Divide students into groups of four.
 Choose who will go first (age, alphabetical order,
wearing a specific color, etc.).
 Place cards face down in a pile near game board.
 During their turn, each student will draw a card from
the pile and follow the instructions.
 . After moving their game piece according to the
instructions on the card, they will place their card in the
discard pile. Once all cards are used, shuffle the pile
and place them face down near game board to
continue play.
 Students will take turns drawing cards and moving
around the board. The first student to get Otto to
school safely is the winner. Exact number of spaces are
not needed to land on school and win.

To Play:
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

BOARD GAME
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Otto looked LEFT,
RIGHT, LEFT before

crossing. Move forward
4 spaces.

Otto forgot to look
LEFT, RIGHT, LEFT

before crossing. Move
backward 1 space.

Otto crossed at a
crosswalk! Move

forward 3 spaces.

Otto forgot to cross at
a crosswalk! Stay

where you are until
your next turn.

Otto held a trusted
adult's hand when

crossing the street!
Move forward 2 spaces.

Otto forgot to hold a
trusted adult's hand
when crossing the

street! Move backward
1 space.

Otto did not cross
between parked cars.

He knows that is
dangerous! Move
forward 4 spaces.

 

Otto ran into the road
from between parked

cars. That is dangerous!
Move backward 1

space.
 



Otto's basketball rolled
into the road. He

stopped and asked a
trusted adult for help!

Move forward 5 spaces.
 
 

Otto chased his
basketball into the

road. Stay where you
are until your next turn.

 
 

Otto continued to look
out for cars as he

crossed the road. Move
forward 3 spaces.

 
 

Otto looked left, right,
left but forgot to look

out for other cars as he
crossed. Move

backward 1 space.
 

Otto stopped, looked, and
listened when he got to

the edge of the road
before crossing. Move

forward 4 spaces.
 

Otto forgot to listen for
cars coming when he got
close to the road. Move

backward 2 spaces.
 

Otto saw white lights on
the back of a car and

waited because he knew it
was backing up. Move

forward 2 spaces.
 

Otto didn't pay attention
to a car that was backing
out of a driveway. Move

backward 1 space.
 



You are a safety super
star! Move forward 3

spaces.
 
 

Great job! You taught a
friend something about
safety. Move forward 1

space.
 

Great job! You taught a
friend something about
safety. Move forward 1

space.
 

You are a safety super
star! Move forward 2

spaces.
 
 

Oh no! You forgot to
look left, right, left
before crossing the

road. Stay where you
are until your next turn.

Oh no! You ran into the
road to get your

football. Stay where you
are until your next turn.

Oh no! You didn't
LISTEN FOR THE CLICK

when buckling your
seat belt. Move

backward 2 spaces.

Oh no! You forgot to
wear your helmet when

riding your scooter.
Move backward 1 space.
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Safety on Wheels
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Design Your Own Helmet!
If you could wear any helmet in the world, what would it look like?
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School Bus Safety
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Today I learned:

DIRECTIONS: Write what you learned from Otto about school bus
safety and draw a picture.
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